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Backgrounder –  

 In the first week of June, our Geomatics class traveled to the Bruce Peninsula National 

Park to learn about applying GIS technologies to the real world. We teamed up with two people 

from Parks Canada to monitor the growth of trees in a specific area. The project had started 

long before we arrived. The Park had recently purchased a plot of land from an old settlement 

named McVicar, to add to the park, that they called Johnstone’s Field. It had previously been 

used for 150 years as agricultural land and they wished to re-forest the area.  

 

 Luckily, the Parks Canada people were able to find out a lot about the land which made 

their job much easier. They have aerial photographs dating back to 1938. They have a good 

knowledge of what tree species will do well in the area thanks to old logging records detailing 

the types of timber were produced there. They found that the majority of it was White Pine and 

Hemlock, used for ship building and the leather industry respectively. The loggers were very 

messy when they worked, leaving brush and branches everywhere, this contributed to the 

spread of species (142 hectares of Hemlock in 1855). Another lucky characteristic of the plot is 

the depth of the soil, considering that most of the peninsula’s soil was burned off in the 1900’s.  

 Parks Canada knew that there was a lot to consider in beginning a project like this; they 

needed to consider what species of trees would work the most effectively. They needed to 

think about which species were native versus which species would survive the best. For 

example: Pines are good in hay grass (what the field is full of), but are non-native. Trembling 

Aspen and Polar trees grow 6ft in one year and would give lots of field succession. It would only 



take about 3 or 4 years to re-establish a forest in the field. They chose to put a conifer barrier 

along Highway 6 to prevent invasive species from entering the field. All of the trees were hand 

planted to limit the number of non-planted species from invading the field, and to allow all the 

soil’s nutrients to go to the trees, they spray the edges each year with Roundup. It is repeated 

at the new tree edge each year. Part of our job was to measure exactly how far the treeline had 

advanced.  

    

 The park plans to continue to us aerial photography, ground photography, and GPS 

coordinates to monitor the progress made in the field. Monitoring and observing the field is key 

to make similar projects go well in the future.  

 

 



Step 1: Ask Geographic Questions –  

What was the field used for before now? 

How does the history of the field affect our task? 

Is it important to maintain the historical significance of the fields and the McVicar settlement? 

What is the condition of the soil? 

What is currently growing there and how can that be dealt with? 

How do we provide the best growing conditions? 

How will drainage and irrigation be dealt with? 

Which types of trees are native? 

What kinds of trees will survive best in the field? 

Which trees will grow fastest and provide shade for other trees which require it? 

How will the climate effect when the trees are planted? 

Will we plant mechanically or by hand? Cost associated with each? 

What wildlife will live in the newly established forest, and how can we benefit them? 

What will it cost to re-forest the fields? 

Where will the saplings come from? 

How will we prevent invasive species from damaging the trees? 

How will we monitor our progress? 

How often will we spray and check in on the field? 

What will the forest be used as when it has re-grown? 

Will anything need to be done after it has re-grown? 

 

 

 



Step 2:  Acquire Geographic Resources –  

Required Resources:  

Historical logging records, historical land use data, current land survey information, deed to 

property, archived photos of land and McVicor settlement, aerial photos from 1938, 

information on current state of field (current species), soil sample data, drainage data, 

irrigation estimates, information on where to buy the saplings from, sapling cost projections, 

data on native species of trees, data on non-native species of trees, data on seasonal 

temperatures/frost times/hours of sunlight/average rain per year, cost of planting 

mechanically, cost of planting by hand, data on invasive species, estimated uses of drone, costs 

of monitoring growth (cameras, stakes, etc.), cost of spraying and watering the fields. 

Data we gathered:  

Marked each tree in plots of trees, also included the species and health of the tree. 

Took intersecting photographs to monitor forest’s edge progression. 

 

Future collected data: 

 In the future, they could look at collecting data on: 

- Which species grew the most successfully and why 

- Which areas of the fields seem the most fertile 

- How they could improve their efforts 

- Were they successful in limiting invasive species 

- What wildlife the forest attracted 



- Was the spraying effective? 

- At what rate/year did the forest re-grow? 

 

Step 3: Explore Geographic Data –  

Creating charts would be essential to organizing the data collected in the previous step. For 

example, a chart of which trees provide shade, and how much water they require, how well 

they do in frost/snow etc. All of that information would be crucial in deciding which to plant. 

I would also create a chart to display how many of each tree species were planted. This way, 

when the plots of trees were routinely checked, you could easily enter the data on that tree 

species. This way, it would be a simple visual of which trees are surviving and which are 

thriving.  

It would also be useful to compare the cost of a tree versus its success in the project. 

  

Step 4: Analyse Geographic Information –  

 To analyse this data I would create several maps.  

Map of the area before: this would act as a representation of the field before the Park’s efforts 

at re-forestation and would be useful in examining their progress. 

Map of the area during: This could potentially be done yearly to look at which areas are the 

most successful and which need more attention.  

Map after: This would be most useful for displaying the success of the project and proving that 

it can be done elsewhere as well.  

These three maps would be quite similar except for the tree population. It would be interesting 

to see which species worked the best and whether they were native or non-native. It would be 

really beneficial for other projects to look at these maps to help them decide what to plant. It 

would also give them a rough estimate of a timeline. 

In addition to these three maps showing the progression of the tree growth, I think it would be 

beneficial to map the contributing factors. You could create layers showing soil fertility, and soil 

moisture, as well as areas with the most shade and areas without. It would again be useful to 

consider why they were or were not successful.  

 



Step 5: Act Upon Geographic Knowledge –  

 I think that it is important to realize that after the forest has re-grown, the project is not 

over. Forests are constantly changing and offering different things to us. It will be interesting to 

be able to monitor the changes in a forest from the very start of its existence.  

 This data would be mostly useful for input on future projects that are similar.  It could 

be presented to other national parks within Canada because of the species barrier. It could help 

guide their decisions, saving them time and money. 

It’s information could also be considered when looking at the health of our native 

species. Our climate is changing, and some species are not thriving like they used to. This data 

could explore a potential change in “native species”. Should we stop trying to preserve a dying 

species? Or embrace change and begin to plant ones that will be hearty despite the changing 

climate.  

This project has huge implications for the people at Parks Canada who are always 

monitoring the health of our changing environment. They can use the data to watch a forest 

from the beginning and learn more about what things change it for the better and for the 

worse. 

 


